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1 Introduction
Recent measurements of the inclusive forward-backward tt̄ production asymmetry (AFB) from the Tevatron ex-
periments show deviations from the standard model (SM) expectations [1, 2, 3]. Several attempts have been made
to explain this asymmetry [4, 5, 6, 7]. One of the most natural ways to induce such an asymmetry would be through
Flavor Changing Neutral Currents (FCNC) in the top quark sector. The forward-backward asymmetry in uū→ tt̄
would then be generated by t-channel exchange of a new massive Z � boson that couples chirally to u and t at
the same vertex, as shown in Fig. 1 [4]. The same type of interaction would also give rise to same-sign top pair
production, as illustrated in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3. In this case, the initial state involves two u−quarks and thus the
cross section at the LHC is enhanced due to the large valence quark parton density of the proton.
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Figure 1: Diagram for tt̄ production induced by Z � exchange which can generate a forward-backward asymmetry.
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Figure 2: Diagrams for tt pair production induced by Z � exchange in the t-channel.
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Figure 3: Diagrams for ttū production induced by Z � exchange in the s-channel

In this work we consider the model of Reference [4]. The relevant u− t−Z � interaction term in the Lagrangian is:

L = gW ūγµ(fLPL + fRPR)tZ �
µ + h.c (1)

where gW is the weak coupling strength. The left-handed coupling is set to fL = 0, due to the Bd − B̄d mixing
constraint [10]. The right-handed coupling fR and the Z � mass are free parameters in the model. Within this model
there is a narrow range of parameter space consistent with the TeVatron measurements of σ(pp̄ → tt̄) and AFB ,
which is not excluded by direct searches for same sign tops. This region is illustrated in Fig. 4.

In this study we search for same-sign dileptons originating from tt or ttj pair production as described above. To
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Abstract

Significant evidence of asymmetries in tt̄ production have been recently reported by the Tevatron
experiments. They could be due to FCNC in the top sector. These new interactions could imply an
enhancement of same-sign top pair production via the t-channel exchange of a non-universal massive
neutral vector boson (Z �) at the LHC. This note presents the first inclusive search for same-sign top
quark pair production using dileptons at the LHC. The study is performed using data corresponding
to an integrated luminosity of 35 pb−1 at

√
s = 7 TeV recorded by CMS in 2010. No excess above

the standard model background expectation is observed. Limits are set on the propagator mass as a
function of Z � couplings to the standard model quarks at the 95% confidence level.
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Physics motivation	

•  Measurements of the forward-backward assymmetry A(tt) in top 

quark pair production at the Tevatron colider	

–  Standard Model: A(tt) = 0.088±0.013	


•  CDF: (Phys.Rev.D83:112003,2011)	

–  Asymmetry increases with tt rapidity difference	


–  Asymmetry increases with invariant mass of tt system 	


At high (>450 GeV/c2) invariant mass: A(tt)=0.475 ± 0.11 	
 	
	


•  D0: (Subm. to Phys.Rev.D, arXiv:1107.4995) 	

–  No dependence on rapidity or invariant mass system	


–  A(tt) = (19.6 ± 6.5)% 	


•  Many (**) attempts to explain A(tt) invoke flavor-changing neutral 
currents (FCNC) mediated by a new massive Z’ boson 	


–  Here I present the current LHC searches in the top sector for such a Z’ boson	
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Large Hadron Collider	


CMS	
 ATLAS	


Outstanding LHC 
performance	

ATLAS: 1.6 fb-1	


CMS: 35 pb-1	


(2010 data)	




FCNC through Z’ model – basic idea	


1 Introduction
Recent measurements of the inclusive forward-backward tt̄ production asymmetry (AFB) from the Tevatron ex-
periments show deviations from the standard model (SM) expectations [1, 2, 3]. Several attempts have been made
to explain this asymmetry [4, 5, 6, 7]. One of the most natural ways to induce such an asymmetry would be through
Flavor Changing Neutral Currents (FCNC) in the top quark sector. The forward-backward asymmetry in uū→ tt̄
would then be generated by t-channel exchange of a new massive Z � boson that couples chirally to u and t at
the same vertex, as shown in Fig. 1 [4]. The same type of interaction would also give rise to same-sign top pair
production, as illustrated in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3. In this case, the initial state involves two u−quarks and thus the
cross section at the LHC is enhanced due to the large valence quark parton density of the proton.
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Figure 1: Diagram for tt̄ production induced by Z � exchange which can generate a forward-backward asymmetry.
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Figure 2: Diagrams for tt pair production induced by Z � exchange in the t-channel.
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Figure 3: Diagrams for ttū production induced by Z � exchange in the s-channel

In this work we consider the model of Reference [4]. The relevant u− t−Z � interaction term in the Lagrangian is:

L = gW ūγµ(fLPL + fRPR)tZ �
µ + h.c (1)

where gW is the weak coupling strength. The left-handed coupling is set to fL = 0, due to the Bd − B̄d mixing
constraint [10]. The right-handed coupling fR and the Z � mass are free parameters in the model. Within this model
there is a narrow range of parameter space consistent with the TeVatron measurements of σ(pp̄ → tt̄) and AFB ,
which is not excluded by direct searches for same sign tops. This region is illustrated in Fig. 4.

In this study we search for same-sign dileptons originating from tt or ttj pair production as described above. To
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Tevatron 	

(proton-antiproton)	


LHC 	

(proton-proton)	


Such a Z’ exchange would create a high inv. mass 
asymmetry at the Tevatron 	

•  and can be made to also explain some other SM 

discrepancies like CDF W+2j bump	
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LHC production mechanism	


1 Introduction
Recent measurements of the inclusive forward-backward tt̄ production asymmetry (AFB) from the Tevatron ex-
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would then be generated by t-channel exchange of a new massive Z � boson that couples chirally to u and t at
the same vertex, as shown in Fig. 1 [4]. The same type of interaction would also give rise to same-sign top pair
production, as illustrated in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3. In this case, the initial state involves two u−quarks and thus the
cross section at the LHC is enhanced due to the large valence quark parton density of the proton.
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In this work we consider the model of Reference [4]. The relevant u− t−Z � interaction term in the Lagrangian is:

L = gW ūγµ(fLPL + fRPR)tZ �
µ + h.c (1)

where gW is the weak coupling strength. The left-handed coupling is set to fL = 0, due to the Bd − B̄d mixing
constraint [10]. The right-handed coupling fR and the Z � mass are free parameters in the model. Within this model
there is a narrow range of parameter space consistent with the TeVatron measurements of σ(pp̄ → tt̄) and AFB ,
which is not excluded by direct searches for same sign tops. This region is illustrated in Fig. 4.
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Production in t-channel: tt signature	


Production in s-channel:  tt+jet signature	




FCNC Z’: constraints from experiment	
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•  Consider the effective Lagrangean of the utZ’ interaction 	

–  u quarks from proton to t quarks only	


–  consists of a left- and right-handed coupling to the boson 	


–  with  gW  the weak coupling strength, fL and fR the coupling strengths and Z’    the 
mass of the hypothetical boson	


•  The left-handed coupling is experimentally constrained to 
≈0 by measurements of Bd-Bd mixing, leaving only the right-
handed fermion coupling	


Experimental signature: two top (not antitop!) in final state	




Search for SS top pairs (CMS)	

•  Analysis CMS-EXO-11-065 based on generic same-sign lepton search 	


–  CMS-SUS-10-004, JHEP 1106(2011)077, arXiv:1104.3168	


–  Analysis uses 35 pb-1 integrated luminosity (2010 sample)	


–  Specific model considered from E.L Berger et.al, arXiv:1101.5626 	


•  All main backgrounds data-driven:	

–  Background dominated by jets faking leptons:	


•  Ttbar lepton+jets with one fake lepton 	


•  Mis-measurement charge in di-lepton Drell-Yan and ttbar di-lepton	


– Wγ, WZ, ZZ, qqWW, 2x(qW), ttW and WWW 
production from Monte Carlo (sum % level 
contribution) with 50% uncertainties on theory cross 
section	
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Search for SS top pairs (CMS)	


18 8 Interpretation of Results
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Figure 8: A visual summary of the observed number of data events, the expected number of

background events, and the composition of the background for the four search regions.

gered, HT triggered low-pT, and HT triggered τh analyses, respectively, as discussed in more

detail in Section 6. Based on the LM0 benchmark model, the simulation predicts 7.3, 9.6, 9.1,

and 2.0 events for the four signal regions, respectively. These LM0 yields are based on the in-

dividual NLO cross sections for all production processes that contribute to the expected signal

yield.

8 Interpretation of Results
One of the challenges of signature-based searches is to convey information in a form that can be

used to test a variety of specific physics models. In this section we present additional informa-

tion that can be used to confront models of new physics in an approximate way by generator-

level simulation studies that compare the expected number of events in 35 pb−1 with our upper

limits shown in Table 2.

The kinematic requirements described in Section 4 are the first key ingredients of such studies.

The HT variable can be approximated by defining it as the scalar sum of the pT of all final-state

quarks (u, d, c, s, and b) and gluons with pT > 30 GeV produced in the hard-scattering process.

The E
miss

T
can be defined as the magnitude of the vector sum of the transverse momentum over

all non-interacting particles, e.g., neutrinos and LSP. The ratio of the mean detector responses

for HT and E
miss

T
as defined above, to their true values are 0.94 ± 0.05, and 0.95 ± 0.05, respec-

tively, where the uncertainties are dominated by the jet energy scale uncertainty. The resolution

on these two quantities differs for the different selections. In addition, the E
miss

T
resolution de-

pends on the total hadronic activity in the event. It ranges from about 7 to 25 GeV for events

with HT in the range of 60 to 350 GeV. The HT resolution decreases from about 26% at 200 GeV

to 19% for 300 GeV and to 18% for 350 GeV. The HT resolution was measured in simulation

using the LM0 reference model, while the E
miss

T
resolution was measured in data.

Figure 9 shows the efficiency versus pT using the LM0 reference model for e, µ (left), and τh

(right). Efficiencies here include reconstruction, isolation, and selection. We fit the curves in

Fig. 9 to the functional form: efficiency(pT) = �max + A× (erf((pT − PTcut)/B) −1 ). We fix PTcut

to 10, 5, 15 GeV, and find (A, B, �max) of (0.40, 18, 0.66), (0.32, 18, 0.75), and (0.45, 31, 0.45) for e,
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Trigger:	

Single-lepton triggers	

Di-lepton triggers	

Triggers on HT (=Σjet pT)	

	

2010 dataset: rapidly increasing lumi so 
thresholds tighten over time	


Electron requirements:	

Isolation	

Match to PV	

No missing hits in silicon tracker	

shower shape in ECAL 	

track -ECAL cluster match	

Check tracks near (photon veto) 	


Muon requirements:	

Isolation	

Match to PV	

hits in silicon tracker 	

fit quality	

MIP consistent in calorimeter	

Check tracks near (Bremsstrahlung) 	


Lepton selection:	

pT > 20 GeV/c	

Leading: pT> 30 GeV/c in ee, mumu	

|η| < 2.4	

Both leptons positive	


SUSY-10-004	

Looser selection:  lepton pT>10,20 GeV/c!!	

Only requirement on opp-sign	


CMS particle flow algorithm	

Jet selection: Require 2 jets	

Anti-kT with R=0.5	

pT > 30 GeV/c	

Jet energy scale corrected	

Calorimeter noise veto and 
similar cleanup ID cuts	

Missing ET selection:	

MET > 20 GeV/c	

    > 30 GeV/c in ee, mumu	

	




Search for SS top pairs (CMS)	


•  Fake leptons studied by variation of the lepton isolation and 
distance wrt primary vertex (d0)	
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10 5 Background Estimation

and the efficiencies can be factorized. In the second step, we demonstrate that the E
miss
T

and
RelIso selection requirements are mutually independent. To accomplish this in data, we main-
tain HT above 300 GeV, but we include single-lepton events to increase statistics. To suppress
the contributions from events with leptonic W decays, we modify the selection requirement on
the lepton impact parameter from the nominal d0 < 0.2 mm to d0 > 0.1 mm. Figure 5 (right)
shows that the RelIso selection efficiency for muons and electrons remains constant as a func-
tion of the E

miss
T

selection requirement. The dashed lines represent the zeroth-order polynomial
fits to the efficiency measurements made in the d0 control region for muons and electrons,
respectively. For completeness, we also show the obvious bias arising when the impact param-
eter requirement is inverted to d0 < 0.1 mm to enrich the sample with leptonic W decays. It
is important to note that no attempt is made to apply the RelIso selection efficiency measured
in the control region defined by d0 > 0.1 mm to the above formula for �tot. This control region
is only used to demonstrate the stability of the RelIso selection efficiency with respect to the
E

miss
T

requirement. The actual values of ��1 iso and ��2 iso are measured in the nominal preselec-
tion region (d0 < 0.2 mm), where we assume this stability, and hence factorization, remains
valid for events with two fake leptons.

Having validated the selection factorization hypothesis, we proceed to measure the isolation
and E

miss
T

selection efficiencies, one at a time, in the preselection control sample, where we ob-
tain �µ iso = 0.036 ± 0.015, �e iso = 0.11 ± 0.08, �MET = 0.27 ± 0.03. Uncertainties quoted are
statistical only. As before, we suppress leptonic W decays to reduce possible biases. We accom-
plish this by requiring either E

miss
T

< 20 GeV or RelIso > 0.2 when measuring �µ iso, �e iso, or
�MET. The appropriate product of these efficiencies is then applied to the event counts observed
in the preselection control sample, leading to the background estimate of 0.18 ± 0.12 ± 0.12
events. Uncertainties here are statistical and systematic, respectively.
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Figure 5: (Left) The lepton isolation efficiency for one (solid squares) and two (open squares)
leptons as a function of the relative isolation parameter cut. Also shown is the predicted
double-lepton efficiency if the two lepton efficiencies are assumed to be independent of each
other. Only the dimuon sample is shown here. (Right) The lepton isolation efficiency as a func-
tion of the E

miss
T

cut for electrons and muons with different requirements on the lepton impact
parameter. Details are given in the text.

The systematic uncertainties quoted above have two dominant sources. One is due to limited
statistics in simulation and data when validating that the three requirements are indeed inde-
pendent. We take the statistical precision (25%) of this cross-check as our systematic uncertainty

12 5 Background Estimation

Fig. 6 for muons (left) and electrons (right). The plots show distributions for tt̄ simulation (red
crosses) after all selections except RelIso on one of the two leptons, reweighted bb̄ simulation
(grey shade), and reweighted bb̄-enriched data (black dots). The agreement between the two
simulation-based distributions validates the method. Agreement between data and simulation
is observed but is not required for this method to be valid. The contents of the first bin of the
two data plots are the above mentioned isolation selection efficiencies �(b)µ iso and �(b)e iso. We find

�(b)µ iso = 0.029+0.003
−0.002 and �(b)e iso = 0.036+0.013

−0.008, with uncertainties due to statistics only.
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Figure 6: Isolation variable distributions obtained with the BTag-and-probe method for muons
(left) and electrons (right). Efficiencies for the RelIso < 0.15 (first bin in the distributions
shown) are explicitly quoted.

We probed four different potential sources of systematic uncertainties in the BTag-and-probe
method, and added their contributions in quadrature to arrive at a total systematic uncertainty
on the �(b)

iso
efficiency of 54 (29)% for electrons (muons). The largest contribution to this uncer-

tainty is due to the statistical precision with which the method in simulation is verified. The
subdominant contributions include the change in the background prediction when the HT re-
quirement for selecting the bb control sample in data is varied from 100 to 150 GeV, or when
the W+jets contribution is assumed twice the size predicted by the simulation with a value of
�(b)

iso
that differs from tt by a factor two, and the effect of reweighting the simulated events to

lower the fraction of leptons not from b decay in the sample used to measure �(b)
iso

. We then mul-
tiply the sideband yield in each of the four channels µµ, ee, eµ, and µe by the appropriate factor
�(b)

iso
/(1 − �(b)

iso
) to arrive at 0.52 ± 0.24 ± 0.26 as the estimate of the contribution of events with

one fake lepton to the total background. The uncertainties quoted are statistical and systematic,
respectively, taking correlations into account.

While the BTag-and-probe technique described above is based on different assumptions than
the TL method of Section 5.1, we note that in their implementation the two techniques are quite
similar. Both techniques use events in a RelIso sideband combined with a scale factor deter-
mined from an independent control sample to estimate the background in the signal region.
The most notable differences are the requirement of the away-jet b-tag, which targets leptons
from b decay in the BTag-and-probe method, the choice of variables used to parametrize �T/L

in one case and �(b)µ iso
or �(b)e iso

in the other, and the size of the RelIso sideband used in the ex-
trapolation.

Combining the background estimates for events with one and two fake leptons and propagat-
ing all statistical and systematic uncertainties between channels, including their correlations,
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is more stringent than that recently reported by CDF: CRR
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1 Introduction
Recent measurements of the inclusive forward-backward tt̄ production asymmetry (AFB) from the Tevatron ex-
periments show deviations from the standard model (SM) expectations [1, 2, 3]. Several attempts have been made
to explain this asymmetry [4, 5, 6, 7]. One of the most natural ways to induce such an asymmetry would be through
Flavor Changing Neutral Currents (FCNC) in the top quark sector. The forward-backward asymmetry in uū→ tt̄
would then be generated by t-channel exchange of a new massive Z � boson that couples chirally to u and t at
the same vertex, as shown in Fig. 1 [4]. The same type of interaction would also give rise to same-sign top pair
production, as illustrated in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3. In this case, the initial state involves two u−quarks and thus the
cross section at the LHC is enhanced due to the large valence quark parton density of the proton.

u

ū

t

t̄

Z �

Figure 1: Diagram for tt̄ production induced by Z � exchange which can generate a forward-backward asymmetry.
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Figure 2: Diagrams for tt pair production induced by Z � exchange in the t-channel.
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Figure 3: Diagrams for ttū production induced by Z � exchange in the s-channel

In this work we consider the model of Reference [4]. The relevant u− t−Z � interaction term in the Lagrangian is:

L = gW ūγµ(fLPL + fRPR)tZ �
µ + h.c (1)

where gW is the weak coupling strength. The left-handed coupling is set to fL = 0, due to the Bd − B̄d mixing
constraint [10]. The right-handed coupling fR and the Z � mass are free parameters in the model. Within this model
there is a narrow range of parameter space consistent with the TeVatron measurements of σ(pp̄ → tt̄) and AFB ,
which is not excluded by direct searches for same sign tops. This region is illustrated in Fig. 4.

In this study we search for same-sign dileptons originating from tt or ttj pair production as described above. To

1
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µ, and τh, respectively.

Lepton isolation efficiencies depend on the hadronic activity in the event, and in some extreme
cases like significantly boosted top quarks, on the event topology. The number of charged par-
ticles at the generator level after fragmentation and hadronization is a good measure of the
first of these two effects, and has been shown to agree reasonably well between data and sim-
ulation [35]. We find that the isolation efficiency reduces roughly linearly by 10% for every
15 charged particles with pT > 3 GeV within the detector acceptance. This was studied using
Drell-Yan and LM0 simulation, and compared with Z → �+�− data. The linearity was thus
shown to be valid within a range of charged multiplicities from about 10 to 40. The LM0 refer-
ence model shown in Fig. 9 has an average charged multiplicity of ∼ 25 for events that pass our
selections. To arrive at the lepton efficiency for a new physics model with an average charged
multiplicity of ∼ 40, one would take the efficiency parametrization depicted in Fig. 9 and mul-
tiply it by 0.9 to account for the 10% change in isolation efficiency due to the larger average
charged multiplicity. The second effect, i.e., topologies as in boosted top quarks, is difficult to
model at generator level, as the isolation efficiency may vary by an order of magnitude or more
in extreme cases. Our results are thus not easily interpretable in new physics models with such
characteristics without a detailed detector simulation.
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Figure 9: Electron, muon (left) and τh (right) selection efficiencies as a function of pT. The
results of the fits described in the text are shown by the dotted lines.

To show the level of precision obtainable based on such a simple efficiency model, Fig. 10 com-
pares the exclusion line for CMSSM with tanβ = 3, A0 = 0 GeV, and µ > 0, as obtained from
simulation (solid blue) with the corresponding curve (dashed black) for this simple efficiency
model. For the exclusion plane, the SUSY particle spectrum is calculated using SoftSUSY [36]
along with sparticle decay using SDECAY [37]. The signal events are generated with PYTHIA
6.4.22 [24] using CTEQ6m [38] PDF. The NLO cross sections are obtained with the cross section
calculator Prospino [39] at each point in the (m0, m1/2) plane individually.

When applying the simple efficiency model, we use the description above for the E
miss
T

and
HT response and resolution, and the efficiency functions displayed in Fig. 9. No attempt was
made here to correct for differences in hadronic event environment as those are small for the
relevant (m0, m1/2) points. The width of the red shaded band around the blue line indicates
uncertainties in the NLO cross section calculation. It includes variations of the PDF and simul-
taneous variation by a factor of two of the renormalization and factorization scales. Both effects
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•  Allow comparison to different models, application of efficiency to 
generator information gives handle on model feasibility for 
phenomenology 	
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ATLAS-CONF-11-139 

•  ATLAS studies Z’tt models in 	

    context of same-sign di-muon 	


    search using 1.6 fb-1	


•  Preliminary result from Sep. 2011	

	


•  Similar analysis strategy as 	


    CMS result but examining the di-mu+    	

    invariant mass spectrum	


–  using same samples as ATLAS-CONF-2011-126	


Warning: no overflow bin, one event at 492 GeV/c2	


New!	
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•  Prompt backgrounds WZ, ZZ,  WW from simulation, using HERWIG 	

•  Prompt backgrounds WW,  ttW from simulation, using MC@NLO 

and MADGRAPH+PYTHIA	


•  Prompt backgrounds like Drell-Yan processes from simulation, using 
ALPGEN	

–  Differences between samples used as systematic uncertainties on MC model	


–  In addition a 50% uncertainty on the MC cross section is included	

•  Non-prompt backgrounds (from HF)	

    are modeled from data 	


    using a matrix method 	

•  Charge misidentification is derived on 	


    Drell-Yan data	

	
	


	


sample at low pT and a single muon sample at high pT, where the statistical precision would otherwise

be compromised. For the non-prompt muon sample, only muons with |d0|/!(d0) > 5, dominated by
semi-leptonic b and c hadron decays, are used. The measured probability is also checked at low pT in a

sample with a single muon passing |d0|/!(d0) > 5 and in a single-muon sample requiring the transverse
mass of the muon and the Emiss

T
to be less than 10 GeV and at least one jet with pT > 20 GeV. The

latter sample probes both muons from semi-leptonic b and c hadron decays and from decays of pions and

kaons. Contributions from prompt muons are subtracted using simulated events.

The di!erences obtained between various samples are taken as systematic uncertainty on the proba-

bility for non-prompt muons to pass the isolation requirement. At low pT, the probability is about 10%,

and it decreases to about 6% at pT = 60 GeV. At high pT the statistical uncertainty is large, but the

probability is, within uncertainties, constant. Since it is independent of pT in the range between 60 and

100 GeV, it is assumed to stay constant above 100 GeV at a value of 6%, but an uncertainty of 100%

is assigned. At lower pT, the uncertainty varies between 30% and 80%. The probability with which a

non-prompt muon pass the isolation requirement and the associated systematic uncertainty are shown

versus pT, averaged over ", in Figure 1. Since this also has a moderate dependence on ", the probability

is further parametrized versus pT separately in three di!erent regions of |"|.
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Figure 1: The central value for the probability of a non-prompt muon passing the isolation requirement,

parametrized versus muon pT, together with the associated systematic uncertainty, for |"| < 2.5.

5.3 Charge Mismeasurements

Another source of background can arise from opposite-sign muon pairs where the charge of one of

the two muons is misreconstructed. This contribution was estimated from simulation and found to be

negligible.

A systematic uncertainty is estimated using data by measuring the fraction of muons in Z candidate

events where either the MS or the ID charge is mismeasured. The mismeasurement rate for the MS is

measured by selecting Z ! µµ candidates based purely on the ID momentum and charge measurement.
The fraction of muons in this sample where the MS charge measurement is inconsistent with that of the

ID gives the charge mismeasurement rate. The roles of the MS and ID are then reversed to derive the

ID charge mismeasurement rate. Because of the selection requirement that the two independent charge

measurements must be consistent (QID = QMS ), the overall charge measurement can only be incorrect

if both QID and QMS are mismeasured. Therefore the mismeasurement rates of the ID and the MS are

5

ATLAS CONF-11-139 
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Table 4: Upper limit at 95% C.L. on tRtR production cross-section for four Z! mass points in four ranges

of dimuon invariant mass.

Mass range [GeV]

!95(tt) (pb)

m(Z!) = 100 GeV m(Z!) = 150 GeV m(Z!) = 200 GeV m(Z!) " 1 TeV

exp. obs. exp. obs. exp. obs. exp. obs.

m(µ+µ+) > 15 GeV 24.8 21.8 23.0 20.3 22.4 19.7 36.6 32.2

m(µ+µ+) > 100 GeV 5.4 3.6 4.7 3.1 4.4 2.9 6.1 4.1

m(µ+µ+) > 200 GeV 4.1 4.1 3.3 3.3 3.0 3.0 2.9 2.9

m(µ+µ+) > 300 GeV 5.5 5.5 4.1 4.1 3.7 3.7 2.8 2.8

The most stringent expected limits are obtained for m(µ+µ+) > 200 GeV. For this cut value, the87

observed cross-section limits for tRtR production range between 2.9 and 4.1 pb depending on the Z!88

boson mass.89

5 Conclusions90

An earlier analysis by the ATLAS collaboration for like-sign dimuon pairs has been extended slightly to91

separately evaluate µ+µ+ pairs. The data are found to be in agreement with the background expectation92

and upper limits on the cross section for anomalous production of µ+µ+ pairs within a fiducial range are93

determined. These fiducial cross-section limits are used to infer limits on the production cross section of94

pairs of right-handed top quarks with the same electric charge in the context of a t-channel exchange of95

a flavor-changing Z! boson. The cross-section limits range between 2.9 and 4.1 pb depending on the Z!96

mass and represent a significant improvement compared to current constraints.97
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Muon selection:	

Leading muon: pT>20 GeV/c, |η|<2.5	

Other muon: pT>10 GeV/ , |η|<2.5	

At least one muon |η| < 2.4	

IP and isolation cuts	

Both muons positive	


Jets only used for muon isolation!	

Anti-kT jets, R=0.4,	

pT > 7 GeV/c required no overlap 
with muon by ΔR>0.4	

No further requirements on jets	
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Table 1: Number of observed and expected µ+µ+ pairs in four ranges of dimuon mass.

Mass range [GeV]
Number of pairs

expected observed

m(µ+µ+) > 15 GeV 243+58!102 218

m(µ+µ+) > 100 GeV 47+10!11 34

m(µ+µ+) > 200 GeV 9.2+1.8!1.7 9

m(µ+µ+) > 300 GeV 1.68+0.57!0.48 2

Table 2: Expected and observed upper limits on the µ+µ+ cross section at 95% confidence level (C.L.).

The cross section is defined by two prompt muons, one muon with pT > 20 GeV and one with pT >

10 GeV, and both with |!| < 2.5 that are isolated by !R > 0.4 from any jet with pT > 7 GeV. The quoted

uncertainties on the expected limits indicate the 1" uncertainty.

Mass range [GeV]

95% C.L. limit on

"(µ+µ+) [fb]

expected observed

m(µ+µ+) > 15 GeV 172+44!64 151

m(µ+µ+) > 100 GeV 26.0+12.7!8.8 17.2

m(µ+µ+) > 200 GeV 8.7+4.1!2.4 8.7

m(µ+µ+) > 300 GeV 5.2+1.3!2.1 5.2

Z’  tt modeled with PROTOS 
generator is used to set limits:	


Considerable improvement in constraining this model	




Conclusion	

•  ATLAS and CMS have searched for flavor-  

changing neutral currents in the top sector	

–  CMS EXO-11-065, JHEP 1108 (2011) 005	

–  ATLAS CONF-2011-169	


•  Limits are set on cross section of m 
positive-sign top pairs	

–  CMS, ee,mumu, emu: σ(Z’ ttX)<17.0 pb (35 pb-1)	

–  ATLAS, mumu: σ(Z’ ttX)< 2.9 – 4.0 pb (1.6 fb-1)	
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•  Relevant in context of Z’ models motivated by top-forward-backward 
asymmetries at Tevatron	

–  Both experiments exclude Z’tt production consistent with Tevatron AFB, ruling 

out this BSM process as an explanation  	


–  ATLAS also sets limit on xsec for 4-fermion Z’ interactions (mZ’ ≅ 1 TeV/c2)	


Many thanks to the ATLAS and CMS top and exotica convenors	


	
and thanks to the organizers for this delightful conference!	
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